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SD7003: This application provides single duct vari-
able air volume cooling with proportional modulating
hot water reheat and dual minimum setpoints.  As
space temperature drops, airflow is reset from max-
imum to minimum setpoint.  As space temperature
continues to drop, airflow is reset to a higher set-
point and reheat is modulated to satisfy the load.  Air
volume limits are located at the thermostat.  Uses
ETPM7 (Master Controller) and the ETPHM1 (Heat/Fan
Module [Red]).

SD7004: This application provides single duct vari-
able air volume cooling with floating modulating hot
water reheat and dual minimum setpoints.  As space
temperature drops, airflow is reset from maximum
to minimum setpoint.  As space temperature continues
to drop, airflow is reset to a higher setpoint and reheat
is modulated to satisfy the load.  Air volume limits
are located at the thermostat.  Uses ETPM7 (Master
Controller) and the ETPHM2 (Heat/Fan Module [Red]).

SD7005: This application provides single duct vari-
able air volume cooling with proportional modulating
electric (SSR) reheat and dual minimum setpoints.  As
space temperature drops, airflow is reset from max-
imum to minimum setpoint.  As space temperature
continues to drop, airflow is reset to a higher set-
point and reheat is modulated to satisfy the load.  Air
volume limits are located at the thermostat.  Uses
ETPM7 (Master Controller) and the ETPHM3 (Heat/Fan
Module [Red]).

SD7103: This application provides single duct vari-
able air volume cooling with proportional modulating
hot water reheat, summer/winter changeover and/or
morning warm up and dual heating minimum set-
points.  As space temperature drops, airflow is reset
from maximum to minimum setpoint. As space tem-
perature continues to drop, airflow is reset to a higher
setpoint and reheat is modulated to satisfy the
load.  Warm air is sensed by an electronic duct sen-
sor causing the sequence to reverse for changeover
or morning warm up (reheat is disabled).  Air vol-
ume limits are located at the thermostat. Uses
ETPM7 (Master Controller), ETPCO (Setback/Warm up
Module [Green]) and the ETPHM1 (Heat/Fan Module
[Red]).

SD7104: This application provides single duct vari-
able air volume cooling with floating modulating hot
water reheat, summer/winter changeover and/or
morning warm up and dual heating minimum set-
points.  As space temperature drops, airflow is reset
from maximum to minimum setpoint. As space tem-
perature continues to drop, airflow is reset to a higher
setpoint and reheat is modulated to satisfy the
load.  Warm air is sensed by an electronic duct sen-
sor causing the sequence to reverse for changeover
or morning warm up (reheat is disabled).  Air vol-
ume limits are located at the thermostat.  Uses ETPM7
(Master Controller), ETPCO (Setback/Warm up Mod-
ule [Green]) and the ETPHM2 (Heat/Fan Module
[Red]).

SD7105: This application provides single duct vari-
able air volume cooling with proportional modulating
electric (SSR) reheat, summer/winter changeover
and/or morning warm up and dual heating minimum
setpoints.  As space temperature drops, airflow is reset
from maximum to minimum setpoint. As space tem-
perature continues to drop, airflow is reset to a higher
setpoint and reheat is modulated to satisfy the
load.  Warm air is sensed by an electronic duct sen-
sor causing the sequence to reverse for changeover
or morning warm up (reheat is disabled).  Air vol-
ume limits are located at the thermostat.  Uses ETPM7
(Master Controller), ETPCO (Setback/Warm up Mod-
ule [Green]) and the ETPHM3 (Heat/Fan Module
[Red]).

SD7300: This application provides single duct vari-
able air volume cooling with morning warm up.  As
space temperature drops, airflow is reset from max-
imum to minimum setpoint.  Warm air is sensed by
an electronic duct sensor causing the air valve to open
to maximum airflow setpoint for morning warm up.
Air volume limits are located at the thermostat.  Uses
ETPM7 (Master Controller) and ETPW (Setback/Warm
up Module [Green]).

SD7301: This application provides single duct vari-
able air volume cooling with up to three stages of
electric reheat (On/Off) or hot water reheat (two-posi-
tion), morning warm up and dual heating minimum
setpoints.  As space temperature drops, airflow is reset

OTHER SINGLE DUCT CONTROL SEQUENCES
(See ENVIRO-TEC® submittal data for additional information on the sequences below).
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from maximum to minimum setpoint. As space tem-
perature continues to drop, airflow is reset to a higher
setpoint and reheat is energized in stages to satisfy
the load.  Warm air is sensed by an electronic duct
sensor causing the air valve to open to maximum air-
flow setpoint for morning warm up (reheat is
disabled).  Air volume limits are located at the ther-
mostat.  Uses ETPM7 (Master Controller), ETPW
(Setback/Warm up Module [Green]) and the ETPH3
(Heat/Fan Module [Red]).

SD7303: This application provides single duct vari-
able air volume cooling with modulating hot water
reheat, morning warm up and dual heating minimum
setpoints.  As space temperature drops, airflow is reset
from maximum to minimum setpoint. As space tem-
perature continues to drop, airflow is reset to a higher
setpoint and reheat is modulated to satisfy the
load.  Warm air is sensed by an electronic duct sen-
sor causing the air valve to open to maximum
airflow setpoint for morning warm up (reheat is dis-
abled).  Air volume limits are located at the thermostat.
Uses ETPM7 (Master Controller), ETPW (Setback/Warm
up Module [Green]) and the ETPHM1 (Heat/Fan
Module [Red]).

SD7304: This application provides single duct vari-
able air volume cooling with floating modulating hot
water reheat, morning warm up and dual heating min-
imum setpoints.  As space temperature drops, airflow
is reset from maximum to minimum setpoint. As space
temperature continues to drop, airflow is reset to a
higher setpoint and reheat is modulated to satisfy
the load.  Warm air is sensed by an electronic duct
sensor causing the air valve to open to maximum air-
flow setpoint for morning warm up (reheat is
disabled).  Air volume limits are located at the ther-
mostat.  Uses ETPM7 (Master Controller), ETPW
(Setback/Warm up Module [Green]) and the ETPHM2
(Heat/Fan Module [Red]).

SD7305: This application provides single duct vari-
able air volume cooling with proportional modulating
electric (SSR) reheat, morning warm up and dual heat-
ing minimum setpoints.  As space temperature
drops, airflow is reset from maximum to minimum
setpoint. As space temperature continues to drop,
airflow is reset to a higher setpoint and reheat is mod-
ulated to satisfy the load.  Warm air is sensed by an
electronic duct sensor causing the air valve to open
to maximum airflow setpoint for morning warm up
(reheat is disabled).  Air volume limits are located at
the thermostat.  Uses ETPM7 (Master Controller), ETPW
(Setback/Warm up Module [Green]) and the ETPHM3
(Heat/Fan Module [Red]).
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DD7200 (Other Dual Duct Control Sequences)
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FC7002: This application applies to Series Flow Fan
Powered Terminals providing fan and three stages of
electric heat (On/Off).  The unit fan draws either cold
primary air or warm plenum air to satisfy the load.
If plenum air fails to maintain setpoint, heat is ener-
gized in stages to satisfy the load.  When system air
is failed, the primary air valve closes and the unit fan
and heat are de-energized for night operation.  Air
volume limits are located at the thermostat.  Uses
ETPM7 (Master Controller) and the ETPFH3 (Heat/Fan
Module [Red]).

FC7003: This application applies to Series Flow Fan
Powered Terminals providing proportional modulat-
ing hot water heat.  The unit fan draws either cold
primary air or warm plenum air to satisfy the load.
If plenum air fails to maintain setpoint, heat is mod-
ulated to satisfy the load.  When system air is failed,
the primary air valve closes and the unit fan and heat
are de-energized for night operation.  Air volume lim-
its are located at the thermostat.  Uses ETPM7
(Master Controller) and the ETPFHM1 (Heat/Fan
Module [Red]).

FC7004: This application applies to Series Flow Fan
Powered Terminals providing floating modulating hot
water heat.  The unit fan draws either cold primary
air or warm plenum air to satisfy the load.  If
plenum air fails to maintain setpoint, heat is modu-
lated to satisfy the load.  When system air is failed,
the primary air valve closes and the unit fan and heat
are de-energized for night operation.  Air volume lim-
its are located at the thermostat.  Uses ETPM7
(Master Controller) and the ETPFHM2 (Heat/Fan
Module [Red]).

FC7005: This application applies to Series Flow Fan
Powered Terminals providing proportional modulat-
ing electric (SSR) heat.  The unit fan draws either cold
primary air or warm plenum air to satisfy the load.
If plenum air fails to maintain setpoint, heat is mod-
ulated to satisfy the load.  When system air is failed,
the primary air valve closes and the unit fan and heat
are de-energized for night operation.  Air volume lim-
its are located at the thermostat.  Uses ETPM7
(Master Controller) and the ETPFHM3 (Heat/Fan
Module [Red]).

FC7102: This application applies to Series Flow Fan
Powered Terminals providing fan and three stages of

electric heat (On/Off), summer/winter changeover and/or
morning warm up.  The unit fan draws either cold
primary air or warm plenum air to satisfy the load.
If plenum air fails to maintain setpoint, heat is mod-
ulated to satisfy the load. Warm air is sensed by an
electronic duct sensor causing the primary air valve
to reverse operation for changeover or morning warm
up (heat is de-energized).  When system air is failed,
the primary air valve closes and the unit fan and heat
are de-energized for night operation.  Air volume lim-
its are located at the thermostat.  Uses ETPM7
(Master Controller), ETPCO (Setback/Warm up Mod-
ule [Green]) and the ETPFH3 (Heat/Fan Module
[Red]).

FC7103: This application applies to Series Flow Fan
Powered Terminals providing proportional modulat-
ing hot water heat, summer/winter changeover
and/or morning warm up.  The unit fan draws either
cold primary air or warm plenum air to satisfy the
load.  If plenum air fails to maintain setpoint, heat
is modulated to satisfy the load. Warm air is sensed
by an electronic duct sensor causing the primary air
valve to reverse operation for changeover or morn-
ing warm up (heat is de-energized).  When system
air is failed, the primary air valve closes and the unit
fan and heat are de-energized for night operation.
Air volume limits are located at the thermostat.  Uses
ETPM7 (Master Controller), ETPCO (Setback/Warm up
Module [Green]) and the ETPFHM1 (Heat/Fan Mod-
ule [Red]).

FC7104: This application applies to Series Flow Fan
Powered Terminals providing floating modulating hot
water heat, summer/winter changeover and/or morn-
ing warm up.  The unit fan draws either cold primary
air or warm plenum air valve to satisfy the load.  If
plenum air fails to maintain setpoint, heat is modu-
lated to satisfy the load. Warm air is sensed by an
electronic duct sensor causing the primary air valve
to reverse operation for changeover or morning warm
up (heat is de-energized).  When system air is failed,
the primary air valve closes and the unit fan and heat
are de-energized for night operation.  Air volume lim-
its are located at the thermostat.  Uses ETPM7
(Master Controller), ETPCO (Setback/Warm up Mod-
ule [Green]) and the ETPFHM2 (Heat/Fan Module [Red]).

FC7105: This application applies to Series Flow Fan
Powered Terminals providing proportional modulat-

OTHER SERIES FLOW FAN POWERED CONTROL SEQUENCES
(See ENVIRO-TEC® submittal data for additional information on the sequences below).
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ing electric (SSR) heat, summer/winter changeover
and/or morning warm up.  The unit fan draws either
cold primary air or warm plenum air valve to satis-
fy the load.  If plenum air fails to maintain setpoint,
heat is modulated to satisfy the load. Warm air is sensed
by an electronic duct sensor causing the primary air
valve to reverse operation for changeover or morn-
ing warm up (heat is de-energized).  When system
air is failed, the primary air valve closes and the unit
fan and heat are de-energized for night operation.
Air volume limits are located at the thermostat.  Uses
ETPM7 (Master Controller), ETPCO (Setback/Warm up
Module [Green]) and the ETPFHM3 (Heat/Fan Mod-
ule [Red]).

FC7202: This application applies to Series Flow Fan
Powered Terminals providing fan and three stages of
electric heat (On/Off).  The unit fan draws either cold
primary air or warm plenum air valve to satisfy the
load.  If plenum air fails to maintain setpoint, heat
is modulated to satisfy the load.  When system air
is failed, the unit automatically switches to the
night setback mode. The primary air valve remains
closes and the unit fan and heat are cycled to main-
tain the night offset.  Air volume limits are located
at the thermostat.  Uses ETPM7 (Master Controller),
ETPSB (Setback/Warm up Module [Green]) and the
ETPFH3 (Heat/Fan Module [Red]).

FC7203: This application applies to Series Flow Fan
Powered Terminals providing proportional modulat-
ing hot water heat and night setback.  The unit fan
draws either cold primary air or warm plenum air valve
to satisfy the load.  If plenum air fails to maintain
setpoint, heat is modulated to satisfy the load.
When system air is failed, the unit automatically switch-
es to the night setback mode. The primary air valve
remains closes and the unit fan and heat are cycled
to maintain the night offset.  Air volume limits are
located at the thermostat.  Uses ETPM7 (Master Con-
troller), ETPSB (Setback/Warm up Module [Green]) and
the ETPFHM1 (Heat/Fan Module [Red]).

FC7204: This application applies to Series Flow Fan
Powered Terminals providing floating modulating hot
water heat and night setback.  The unit fan draws
either cold primary air or warm plenum air valve to
satisfy the load.  If plenum air fails to maintain set-
point, heat is modulated to satisfy the load.  When
system air is failed, the unit automatically switches
to the night setback mode. The primary air valve remains
closes and the unit fan and heat are cycled to main-
tain the night offset.  Air volume limits are located
at the thermostat.  Uses ETPM7 (Master Controller),

ETPSB (Setback/Warm up Module [Green]) and the
ETPFHM2 (Heat/Fan Module [Red]).

FC7205: This application applies to Series Flow Fan
Powered Terminals providing proportional modulat-
ing electric (SSR) heat and night setback.  The unit
fan draws either cold primary air or warm plenum
air valve to satisfy the load.  If plenum air fails to main-
tain setpoint, heat is modulated to satisfy the load.
When system air is failed, the unit automatically switch-
es to the night setback mode. The primary air valve
remains closes and the unit fan and heat are cycled
to maintain the night offset.  Air volume limits are
located at the thermostat.  Uses ETPM7 (Master Con-
troller), ETPSB (Setback/Warm up Module [Green]) and
the ETPFHM3 (Heat/Fan Module [Red]).

FC7301: This application applies to Series Flow Fan
Powered Terminals providing fan and up to two stages
of electric heat (On/Off) or hot water heat (two-posi-
tion) and morning warm up.  The unit fan draws either
cold primary air or warm plenum air valve to satis-
fy the load.  If plenum air fails to maintain setpoint,
heat is energized in stages to satisfy the load. Warm
air is sensed by an electronic duct sensor causing the
air valve to open to maximum airflow setpoint for
morning warm up (heat is de-energized).  When sys-
tem air is failed, the primary air valve closes and the
unit fan and heat are de-energized for night opera-
tion.   Air volume limits are located at the thermostat.
Uses ETPM7 (Master Controller), ETPW (Setback/Warm
up Module [Green]) and the ETPFH2 (Heat/Fan Mod-
ule [Red]).

FC7302: This application applies to Series Flow Fan
Powered Terminals providing fan and three stages of
electric heat (On/Off).  The unit fan draws either cold
primary air or warm plenum air valve to satisfy the
load.  If plenum air fails to maintain setpoint, heat
is energized in stages to satisfy the load. Warm air
is sensed by an electronic duct sensor causing the air
valve to open to maximum airflow setpoint for
morning warm up (heat is de-energized).  When sys-
tem air is failed, the primary air valve closes and the
unit fan and heat are de-energized for night opera-
tion.   Air volume limits are located at the thermostat.
Uses ETPM7 (Master Controller), ETPW (Setback/Warm
up Module [Green]) and the ETPFH3 (Heat/Fan Mod-
ule [Red]).

FC7303: This application applies to Series Flow Fan
Powered Terminals providing proportional modulat-
ing hot water heat and morning warm up.  The unit
fan draws either cold primary air or warm plenum

Johnson Controls
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air valve to satisfy the load.  If plenum air fails to main-
tain setpoint, heat is energized in stages to satisfy
the load. Warm air is sensed by an electronic duct
sensor causing the air valve to open to maximum air-
flow setpoint for morning warm up (heat is
de-energized).  When system air is failed, the primary
air valve closes and the unit fan and heat are de-ener-
gized for night operation.   Air volume limits are located
at the thermostat.  Uses ETPM7 (Master Controller),
ETPW (Setback/Warm up Module [Green]) and the
ETPFHM1 (Heat/Fan Module [Red]).

FC7304: This application applies to Series Flow Fan
Powered Terminals providing floating modulating hot
water heat and morning warm up.  The unit fan draws
either cold primary air or warm plenum air valve to
satisfy the load.  If plenum air fails to maintain set-
point, heat is energized in stages to satisfy the load.
Warm air is sensed by an electronic duct sensor caus-
ing the air valve to open to maximum airflow
setpoint for morning warm up (heat is de-energized).
When system air is failed, the primary air valve clos-
es and the unit fan and heat are de-energized for night
operation.   Air volume limits are located at the ther-
mostat.  Uses ETPM7 (Master Controller), ETPW
(Setback/Warm up Module [Green]) and the ETPFHM2
(Heat/Fan Module [Red]).

FC7305: This application applies to Series Flow Fan
Powered Terminals providing proportional modulat-
ing electric (SSR) heat and morning warm up.  The
unit fan draws either cold primary air or warm plenum
air valve to satisfy the load.  If plenum air fails to main-
tain setpoint, heat is modulated to satisfy the load.
Warm air is sensed by an electronic duct sensor caus-
ing the air valve to open to maximum airflow
setpoint for morning warm up (heat is de-energized).
When system air is failed, the primary air valve clos-
es and the unit fan and heat are de-energized for night
operation.   Air volume limits are located at the ther-
mostat.  Uses ETPM7 (Master Controller), ETPW
(Setback/Warm up Module [Green]) and the ETPFHM3
(Heat/Fan Module [Red]).

FC7402: This application applies to Series Flow Fan
Powered Terminals providing fan and three stages of
electric heat (On/Off), morning warm up and night
setback.  The unit fan draws either cold primary air
or warm plenum air valve to satisfy the load.  If plenum
air fails to maintain setpoint, heat is modulated to
satisfy the load.  When system air is failed, the unit
automatically switches to the night setback mode.
The primary air valve remains closes and the unit fan
and heat are cycled to maintain the night offset. Warm

air is sensed by an electronic duct sensor causing the
primary air valve to open to maximum airflow set-
point for morning warm up (heat is de-energized)Air
volume limits are located at the thermostat.  Uses
ETPM7 (Master Controller), ETPWSB (Setback/Warm
up Module [Green]) and the ETPFH3 (Heat/Fan Mod-
ule [Red]).

FC7403: This application applies to Series Flow Fan
Powered Terminals providing proportional modulat-
ing hot water heat, morning warm up and night
setback.  The unit fan draws either cold primary air
or warm plenum air valve to satisfy the load.  If plenum
air fails to maintain setpoint, heat is modulated to
satisfy the load.  When system air is failed, the unit
automatically switches to the night setback mode.
The primary air valve remains closes and the unit fan
and heat are cycled to maintain the night offset. Warm
air is sensed by an electronic duct sensor causing the
primary air valve to open to maximum airflow set-
point for morning warm up (heat is de-energized)Air
volume limits are located at the thermostat.  Uses
ETPM7 (Master Controller), ETPWSB (Setback/Warm
up Module [Green]) and the ETPFHM1 (Heat/Fan Mod-
ule [Red]).

FC7404: This application applies to Series Flow Fan
Powered Terminals providing floating modulating hot
water heat, morning warm up and night setback.  The
unit fan draws either cold primary air or warm plenum
air valve to satisfy the load.  If plenum air fails to main-
tain setpoint, heat is modulated to satisfy the load.
When system air is failed, the unit automatically switch-
es to the night setback mode. The primary air valve
remains closes and the unit fan and heat are cycled
to maintain the night offset. Warm air is sensed by
an electronic duct sensor causing the primary air valve
to open to maximum airflow setpoint for morning
warm up (heat is de-energized)Air volume limits are
located at the thermostat.  Uses ETPM7 (Master Con-
troller), ETPWSB (Setback/Warm up Module [Green])
and the ETPFHM2 (Heat/Fan Module [Red]).

FC7405: This application applies to Series Flow Fan
Powered Terminals providing proportional modulat-
ing electric (SSR) heat, morning warm up and night
setback.  The unit fan draws either cold primary air
or warm plenum air valve to satisfy the load.  If plenum
air fails to maintain setpoint, heat is modulated to
satisfy the load.  When system air is failed, the unit
automatically switches to the night setback mode.
The primary air valve remains closes and the unit fan
and heat are cycled to maintain the night offset. Warm
air is sensed by an electronic duct sensor causing the
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primary air valve to open to maximum airflow set-
point for morning warm up (heat is de-energized)Air
volume limits are located at the thermostat.  Uses
ETPM7 (Master Controller), ETPWSB (Setback/Warm
up Module [Green]) and the ETPFHM3 (Heat/Fan Mod-
ule [Red]).

FC7501: This application applies to Series Flow Fan
Powered Terminals providing fan and up to two stages
of electric heat (On/Off) or hot water heat (two-posi-
tion), night setback, summer/winter changeover
and/or morning warm up.  The unit fan draws either
cold primary air or warm plenum air valve to satis-
fy the load.  If plenum air fails to maintain setpoint,
heat is energized in stages to satisfy the load.  When
system air is failed, the unit automatically switches
to the night setback mode. The primary air valve remains
closes and the unit fan and heat are cycled to main-
tain the night offset. Warm air is sensed by an electronic
duct sensor causing the primary air valve to reverse
operation for changeover or morning warm up (heat
is de-energized).  Air volume limits are located on the
ETPECO module.  Uses ETPM7 (Master Controller),
ETPECO (Flow Control Module [Blue]), ETPCOSB (Set-
back/Warm up Module [Green]) and the ETPFH2
(Heat/Fan Module [Red]).

FC7502: This application applies to Series Flow Fan
Powered Terminals providing fan and three stages of
electric heat (On/Off), night setback, summer/winter
changeover and/or morning warm up.  The unit fan
draws either cold primary air or warm plenum air valve
to satisfy the load.  If plenum air fails to maintain
setpoint, heat is energized in stages to satisfy the load.
When system air is failed, the unit automatically switch-
es to the night setback mode. The primary air valve
remains closes and the unit fan and heat are cycled
to maintain the night offset. Warm air is sensed by
an electronic duct sensor causing the primary air valve
to reverse operation for changeover or morning warm
up (heat is de-energized).  Air volume limits are locat-
ed on the ETPECO module.  Uses ETPM7 (Master
Controller), ETPECO (Flow Control Module [Blue]), ETP-
COSB (Setback/Warm up Module [Green]) and the
ETPFH3 (Heat/Fan Module [Red]).

FC7503: This application applies to Series Flow Fan
Powered Terminals providing proportional modulat-
ing hot water heat, night setback, summer/winter
changeover and/or morning warm up.  The unit fan
draws either cold primary air or warm plenum air valve
to satisfy the load.  If plenum air fails to maintain
setpoint, heat is modulated to satisfy the load.
When system air is failed, the unit automatically switch-

es to the night setback mode. The primary air valve
remains closes and the unit fan and heat are cycled
to maintain the night offset. Warm air is sensed by
an electronic duct sensor causing the primary air valve
to reverse operation for changeover or morning warm
up (heat is de-energized).  Air volume limits are locat-
ed on the ETPECO Module.  Uses ETPM7 (Master
Controller), ETPECO (Flow Control Module [Blue]), ETP-
COSB (Setback/Warm up Module [Green]) and the
ETPFHM1 (Heat/Fan Module [Red]).

FC7504: This application applies to Series Flow Fan
Powered Terminals providing floating modulating hot
water heat, night setback, summer/winter changeover
and/or morning warm up.  The unit fan draws either
cold primary air or warm plenum air valve to satis-
fy the load.  If plenum air fails to maintain setpoint,
heat is modulated to satisfy the load.  When system
air is failed, the unit automatically switches to the
night setback mode. The primary air valve remains
closes and the unit fan and heat are cycled to main-
tain the night offset. Warm air is sensed by an electronic
duct sensor causing the primary air valve to reverse
operation for changeover or morning warm up (heat
is de-energized).  Air volume limits are located on the
ETPECO Module.  Uses ETPM7 (Master Controller),
ETPECO (Flow Control Module [Blue]), ETPCOSB (Set-
back/Warm up Module [Green]) and the ETPFHM2
(Heat/Fan Module [Red]).

FC7505: This application applies to Series Flow Fan
Powered Terminals providing proportional modulat-
ing electric (SSR) heat, night setback, summer/winter
changeover and/or morning warm up.  The unit fan
draws either cold primary air or warm plenum air valve
to satisfy the load.  If plenum air fails to maintain
setpoint, heat is modulated to satisfy the load.
When system air is failed, the unit automatically switch-
es to the night setback mode. The primary air valve
remains closes and the unit fan and heat are cycled
to maintain the night offset. Warm air is sensed by
an electronic duct sensor causing the primary air valve
to reverse operation for changeover or morning warm
up (heat is de-energized).  Air volume limits are locat-
ed on the ETPECO Module.  Uses ETPM7 (Master
Controller), ETPECO (Flow Control Module [Blue]), ETP-
COSB (Setback/Warm up Module [Green]) and the
ETPFHM3 (Heat/Fan Module [Red]).
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FV7201
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OTHER PARALLEL FLOW FAN POWERED CONTROL SEQUENCES
(See ENVIRO-TEC® submittal data for additional information on the sequences below).

FV7002: This application applies to Parallel Flow Fan
Powered Terminals providing intermittent fan pow-
ered variable air volume with three stages of electric
heat (On/Off).  As space temperature drops, airflow
is reset from maximum to minimum setpoint.  As space
temperature continues to drop, the unit fan is ener-
gized thus supplying plenum air to the space.  On a
further drop in space temperature, heat is energized
in stages to satisfy the load.  Air volume limits are
located at the thermostat.  Air volume limits are locat-
ed at the thermostat.  Uses ETPM7 (Master Controller)
and the ETPH4 (Heat/Fan Module [Red]).

FV7003: This application applies to Parallel Flow Fan
Powered Terminals providing intermittent fan pow-
ered variable air volume with proportional modulating
hot water heat.  As space temperature drops, airflow
is reset from maximum to minimum setpoint.  As space
temperature continues to drop, the unit fan is ener-
gized thus supplying plenum air to the space.  On a
further drop in space temperature, heat is modulat-
ed to satisfy the load.  Air volume limits are located
at the thermostat.  Air volume limits are located at
the thermostat.  Uses ETPM7 (Master Controller) and
the ETPFVHM1 (Heat/Fan Module [Red]).

FV7004: This application applies to Parallel Flow Fan
Powered Terminals providing intermittent fan pow-
ered variable air volume with floating modulating hot
water heat.  As space temperature drops, airflow is
reset from maximum to minimum setpoint.  As space
temperature continues to drop, the unit fan is ener-
gized thus supplying plenum air to the space.  On a
further drop in space temperature, heat is modulat-
ed to satisfy the load.  Air volume limits are located
at the thermostat.  Air volume limits are located at
the thermostat.  Uses ETPM7 (Master Controller) and
the ETPFVHM2 (Heat/Fan Module [Red]).

FV7005: This application applies to Parallel Flow Fan
Powered Terminals providing intermittent fan pow-
ered variable air volume with proportional modulating
electric (SSR) heat.  As space temperature drops, air-
flow is reset from maximum to minimum setpoint.
As space temperature continues to drop, the unit fan
is energized thus supplying plenum air to the space.
On a further drop in space temperature, heat is mod-

ulated to satisfy the load.  Air volume limits are locat-
ed at the thermostat.  Uses ETPM7 (Master Controller)
and the ETPFVHM3 (Heat/Fan Module [Red]).

FV7102: This application applies to Parallel Flow Fan
Powered Terminals providing intermittent fan pow-
ered variable air volume with three stages of electric
heat (On/Off), summer/winter changeover and/or morn-
ing warm up. As space temperature drops, airflow
is reset from maximum to minimum setpoint.  As space
temperature continues to drop, the unit fan is ener-
gized thus supplying plenum air to the space.  On a
further drop in space temperature, heat is energized
in stages to satisfy the load.  When warm air is sensed
by an electronic duct sensor, the unit fan and heat
are de-energized and the primary air valve reverses
operation for changeover or morning warm up.  Air
volume limits are located at the thermostat.  Uses
ETPM7 (Master Controller), ETPCO (Setback/Warm up
Module [Green]) and the ETPH4 (Heat/Fan Module
[Red]).

FV7103: This application applies to Parallel Flow Fan
Powered Terminals providing intermittent fan pow-
ered variable air volume with proportional modulating
hot water heat, summer/winter changeover and/or
morning warm up.  As space temperature drops, air-
flow is reset from maximum to minimum setpoint.
As space temperature continues to drop, the unit fan
is energized thus supplying plenum air to the space.
On a further drop in space temperature, heat is mod-
ulated to satisfy the load.  When warm air is sensed
by an electronic duct sensor, the unit fan and heat
are de-energized and the primary air valve reverses
operation for changeover or morning warm up.  Air
volume limits are located at the thermostat.  Uses
ETPM7 (Master Controller), ETPCO (Setback/Warm up
Module [Green]) and the ETPFVHM1 (Heat/Fan Mod-
ule [Red]).

FV7104: This application applies to Parallel Flow Fan
Powered Terminals providing intermittent fan pow-
ered variable air volume with floating modulating hot
water heat, summer/winter changeover and/or morn-
ing warm up.  As space temperature drops, airflow
is reset from maximum to minimum setpoint.  As space
temperature continues to drop, the unit fan is ener-
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gized thus supplying plenum air to the space.  On a
further drop in space temperature, heat is modulat-
ed to satisfy the load.  When warm air is sensed by
an electronic duct sensor, the unit fan and heat are
de-energized and the primary air valve reverses
operation for changeover or morning warm up.  Air
volume limits are located at the thermostat.  Uses
ETPM7 (Master Controller), ETPCO (Setback/Warm up
Module [Green]) and the ETPFVHM2 (Heat/Fan Mod-
ule [Red]).

FV7105: This application applies to Parallel Flow Fan
Powered Terminals providing intermittent fan pow-
ered variable air volume with proportional modulating
electric (SSR) heat, summer/winter changeover and/or
morning warm up.  As space temperature drops, air-
flow is reset from maximum to minimum setpoint.
As space temperature continues to drop, the unit fan
is energized thus supplying plenum air to the space.
On a further drop in space temperature, heat is mod-
ulated to satisfy the load.  When warm air is sensed
by an electronic duct sensor, the unit fan and heat
are de-energized and the primary air valve reverses
operation for changeover or morning warm up.  Air
volume limits are located at the thermostat.  Uses
ETPM7 (Master Controller), ETPCO (Setback/Warm up
Module [Green]) and the ETPFVHM3 (Heat/Fan Mod-
ule [Red]).

FV7202: This application applies to Parallel Flow Fan
Powered Terminals providing intermittent fan pow-
ered variable air volume with three stages of electric
heat (On/Off) and night setback.  As space temper-
ature drops, primary airflow is reset from maximum
to minimum setpoint.  As space temperature continues
to drop, the unit fan is energized thus supplying plenum
air to the space.  On a further drop in space tem-
perature, heat is energized in stages to satisfy the
load.  When system air is failed, the unit automati-
cally switches into the night setback mode.  The primary
air valve remains closed and the unit fan and heat
are cycled to maintain the night offset.  Air volume
limits are located at the thermostat.  Uses ETPM7 (Mas-
ter Controller), ETPSB (Setback/Warm up Module
[Green]) and the ETPH4 (Heat/Fan Module [Red]).

FV7203: This application applies to Parallel Flow Fan
Powered Terminals providing intermittent fan pow-
ered variable air volume with proportional modulating

hot water heat and night setback.  As space tem-
perature drops, primary airflow is reset from maximum
to minimum setpoint.  As space temperature continues
to drop, the unit fan is energized thus supplying plenum
air to the space.  On a further drop in space tem-
perature, heat is modulated to satisfy the load.  When
system air is failed, the unit automatically switches
into the night setback mode.  The primary air valve
remains closed and the unit fan and heat are cycled
to maintain the night offset.  Air volume limits are
located at the thermostat.  Uses ETPM7 (Master Con-
troller), ETPSB (Setback/Warm up Module [Green]) and
the ETPFVHM1 (Heat/Fan Module [Red]).

FV7204: This application applies to Parallel Flow Fan
Powered Terminals providing intermittent fan pow-
ered variable air volume with floating modulating hot
water heat and night setback.  As space temperature
drops, primary airflow is reset from maximum to min-
imum setpoint.  As space temperature continues to
drop, the unit fan is energized thus supplying plenum
air to the space.  On a further drop in space tem-
perature, heat is modulated to satisfy the load.  When
system air is failed, the unit automatically switches
into the night setback mode.  The primary air valve
remains closed and the unit fan and heat are cycled
to maintain the night offset.  Air volume limits are
located at the thermostat.  Uses ETPM7 (Master Con-
troller), ETPSB (Setback/Warm up Module [Green]) and
the ETPFVHM2 (Heat/Fan Module [Red]).

FV7205: This application applies to Parallel Flow Fan
Powered Terminals providing intermittent fan pow-
ered variable air volume with proportional modulating
electric (SSR) heat and night setback.  As space tem-
perature drops, primary airflow is reset from maximum
to minimum setpoint.  As space temperature continues
to drop, the unit fan is energized thus supplying plenum
air to the space.  On a further drop in space tem-
perature, heat is modulated to satisfy the load.  When
system air is failed, the unit automatically switches
into the night setback mode.  The primary air valve
remains closed and the unit fan and heat are cycled
to maintain the night offset.  Air volume limits are
located at the thermostat.  Uses ETPM7 (Master Con-
troller), ETPSB (Setback/Warm up Module [Green]) and
the ETPFVHM3 (Heat/Fan Module [Red]).

FV7301: This application applies to Parallel Flow Fan
Powered Terminals providing intermittent fan pow-
ered variable air volume with up to two stages of electric
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heat (On/Off) or hot water heat (two-position) and
morning warm up.  As space temperature drops, pri-
mary airflow is reset from maximum to minimum
setpoint.  As space temperature continues to drop,
the unit fan is energized thus supplying plenum air
to the space.  On a further drop in space tempera-
ture, heat is energized in stages to satisfy the load.
When warm air is sensed by an electronic duct sen-
sor, the unit fan and heat are de-energized and the
primary air valve opens to maximum airflow setpoint
for morning warm up.  Air volume limits are locat-
ed at the thermostat.  Uses ETPM7 (Master Controller),
ETPW (Setback/Warm up Module [Green]) and the
ETPH3 (Heat/Fan Module [Red]).

FV7302: This application applies to Parallel Flow Fan
Powered Terminals providing intermittent fan pow-
ered variable air volume with three stages of electric
heat (On/Off) and morning warm up.  As space tem-
perature drops, primary airflow is reset from maximum
to minimum setpoint.  As space temperature continues
to drop, the unit fan is energized thus supplying plenum
air to the space.  On a further drop in space tem-
perature, heat is energized in stages to satisfy the
load. When warm air is sensed by an electronic duct
sensor, the unit fan and heat are de-energized and
the primary air valve opens to maximum airflow set-
point for morning warm up.  Air volume limits are
located at the thermostat.  Uses ETPM7 (Master Con-
troller), ETPW (Setback/Warm up Module [Green]) and
the ETPH4 (Heat/Fan Module [Red]).

FV7303: This application applies to Parallel Flow Fan
Powered Terminals providing intermittent fan pow-
ered variable air volume with proportional modulating
hot water heat and morning warm up.  As space tem-
perature drops, primary airflow is reset from maximum
to minimum setpoint.  As space temperature continues
to drop, the unit fan is energized thus supplying plenum
air to the space.  On a further drop in space tem-
perature, heat is energized in stages to satisfy the
load. When warm air is sensed by an electronic duct
sensor, the unit fan and heat are de-energized and
the primary air valve opens to maximum airflow set-
point for morning warm up.  Air volume limits are
located at the thermostat.  Uses ETPM7 (Master Con-
troller), ETPW (Setback/Warm up Module [Green]) and
the ETPFVHM1 (Heat/Fan Module [Red]).

FV7304: This application applies to Parallel Flow Fan
Powered Terminals providing intermittent fan pow-

ered variable air volume with floating modulating hot
water heat and morning warm up.  As space tem-
perature drops, primary airflow is reset from maximum
to minimum setpoint.  As space temperature continues
to drop, the unit fan is energized thus supplying plenum
air to the space.  On a further drop in space tem-
perature, heat is energized in stages to satisfy the
load. When warm air is sensed by an electronic duct
sensor, the unit fan and heat are de-energized and
the primary air valve opens to maximum airflow set-
point for morning warm up.  Air volume limits are
located at the thermostat.  Uses ETPM7 (Master Con-
troller), ETPW (Setback/Warm up Module [Green]) and
the ETPFVHM2 (Heat/Fan Module [Red]).

FV7305: This application applies to Parallel Flow Fan
Powered Terminals providing intermittent fan pow-
ered variable air volume with proportional modulating
electric (SSR) heat and morning warm up.  As space
temperature drops, primary airflow is reset from max-
imum to minimum setpoint.  As space temperature
continues to drop, the unit fan is energized thus sup-
plying plenum air to the space.  On a further drop
in space temperature, heat is energized in stages to
satisfy the load. When warm air is sensed by an elec-
tronic duct sensor, the unit fan and heat are
de-energized and the primary air valve opens to max-
imum airflow setpoint for morning warm up.  Air
volume limits are located at the thermostat.  Uses
ETPM7 (Master Controller), ETPW (Setback/Warm
up Module [Green]) and the ETPFVHM3 (Heat/Fan Mod-
ule [Red]).

FV7402: This application applies to Parallel Flow Fan
Powered Terminals providing intermittent fan pow-
ered variable air volume with three stages of electric
heat (On/Off), night setback and morning warm up.
As space temperature drops, primary airflow is reset
from maximum to minimum setpoint.  As space tem-
perature continues to drop, the unit fan is energized
thus supplying plenum air to the space.  On a fur-
ther drop in space temperature, heat is energized in
stages to satisfy the load. When system air is failed,
the unit automatically switches to the night setback
mode. The primary air valve remains closed and the
unit fan and heat are cycled to maintain the night
offset.  When warm air is sensed by an electronic duct
sensor, the unit fan and heat are de-energized and
the primary air valve opens to maximum airflow set-
point for morning warm up.  Air volume limits are
located at the thermostat.  Uses ETPM7 (Master Con-
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troller), ETPWSB (Setback/Warm up Module [Green])
and the ETPH4 (Heat/Fan Module [Red]).

FV7403: This application applies to Parallel Flow Fan
Powered Terminals providing intermittent fan pow-
ered variable air volume with proportional modulating
hot water heat, night setback and morning warm up.
As space temperature drops, primary airflow is reset
from maximum to minimum setpoint.  As space tem-
perature continues to drop, the unit fan is energized
thus supplying plenum air to the space.  On a fur-
ther drop in space temperature, heat is modulated
to satisfy the load. When system air is failed, the unit
automatically switches to the night setback mode.
The primary air valve remains closed and the unit fan
and heat are cycled to maintain the night offset.  When
warm air is sensed by an electronic duct sensor, the
unit fan and heat are de-energized and the primary
air valve opens to maximum airflow setpoint for morn-
ing warm up.  Air volume limits are located at the
thermostat.  Uses ETPM7 (Master Controller), ETPWSB
(Setback/Warm up Module [Green]) and the ETPFVHM1
(Heat/Fan Module [Red]).

FV7404: This application applies to Parallel Flow Fan
Powered Terminals providing intermittent fan pow-
ered variable air volume with floating modulating hot
water heat, night setback and morning warm up.  As
space temperature drops, primary airflow is reset from
maximum to minimum setpoint.  As space temper-
ature continues to drop, the unit fan is energized thus
supplying plenum air to the space.  On a further drop
in space temperature, heat is modulated to satisfy
the load. When system air is failed, the unit auto-
matically switches to the night setback mode. The
primary air valve remains closed and the unit fan and
heat are cycled to maintain the night offset.  When
warm air is sensed by an electronic duct sensor, the
unit fan and heat are de-energized and the primary
air valve opens to maximum airflow setpoint for morn-
ing warm up.  Air volume limits are located at the
thermostat.  Uses ETPM7 (Master Controller), ETPWSB
(Setback/Warm up Module [Green]) and the ETPFVHM2
(Heat/Fan Module [Red]).

FV7405: This application applies to Parallel Flow Fan
Powered Terminals providing intermittent fan pow-
ered variable air volume with proportional modulating
electric (SSR) heat, night setback and morning warm
up.  As space temperature drops, primary airflow is

reset from maximum to minimum setpoint.  As space
temperature continues to drop, the unit fan is ener-
gized thus supplying plenum air to the space.  On a
further drop in space temperature, heat is modulat-
ed to satisfy the load. When system air is failed, the
unit automatically switches to the night setback mode.
The primary air valve remains closed and the unit fan
and heat are cycled to maintain the night offset.  When
warm air is sensed by an electronic duct sensor, the
unit fan and heat are de-energized and the primary
air valve opens to maximum airflow setpoint for morn-
ing warm up.  Air volume limits are located at the
thermostat.  Uses ETPM7 (Master Controller), ETPWSB
(Setback/Warm up Module [Green]) and the ETPFVHM3
(Heat/Fan Module [Red]).

FV7501: This application applies to Parallel Flow Fan
Powered Terminals providing intermittent fan pow-
ered variable air volume with up to two stages of electric
heat (On/Off) or hot water heat (two-position), night
setback, summer/winter changeover and/or morning
warm up.  As space temperature drops, primary air-
flow is reset from maximum to minimum setpoint.
As space temperature continues to drop, the unit fan
is energized thus supplying plenum air to the space.
On a further drop in space temperature, heat is ener-
gized in stages to satisfy the load. When system air
is failed, the unit automatically switches to the
night setback mode. The primary air valve remains
closed and the unit fan and heat are cycled to main-
tain the night offset.  When warm air is sensed by
an electronic duct sensor, the unit fan and heat are
de-energized and the primary air valve reverses
operation for morning warm up.  Air volume limits
are located on the ETPECO Module.  Uses ETPM7 (Mas-
ter Controller), ETPECO (Flow Control Module [Blue]),
ETPCOSB (Setback/Warm up Module [Green]) and the
ETPH3 (Heat/Fan Module [Red]).

FV7502: This application applies to Parallel Flow Fan
Powered Terminals providing intermittent fan pow-
ered variable air volume with three stages of electric
heat (On/Off), night setback, summer/winter changeover
and/or morning warm up.  As space temperature drops,
primary airflow is reset from maximum to minimum
setpoint.  As space temperature continues to drop,
the unit fan is energized thus supplying plenum air
to the space.  On a further drop in space tempera-
ture, heat is energized in stages to satisfy the load.
When system air is failed, the unit automatically switch-
es to the night setback mode. The primary air valve
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remains closed and the unit fan and heat are cycled
to maintain the night offset.  When warm air is sensed
by an electronic duct sensor, the unit fan and heat
are de-energized and the primary air valve reverses
operation for morning warm up.  Air volume limits
are located on the ETPECO Module.  Uses ETPM7 (Mas-
ter Controller), ETPECO (Flow Control Module [Blue]),
ETPCOSB (Setback/Warm up Module [Green]) and the
ETPH4 (Heat/Fan Module [Red]).

FV7503: This application applies to Parallel Flow Fan
Powered Terminals providing intermittent fan pow-
ered variable air volume with proportional modulating
hot water heat, night setback, summer/winter
changeover and/or morning warm up.  As space tem-
perature drops, primary airflow is reset from maximum
to minimum setpoint.  As space temperature continues
to drop, the unit fan is energized thus supplying plenum
air to the space.  On a further drop in space tem-
perature, heat is modulated to satisfy the load. When
system air is failed, the unit automatically switches
to the night setback mode. The primary air valve remains
closed and the unit fan and heat are cycled to main-
tain the night offset.  When warm air is sensed by
an electronic duct sensor, the unit fan and heat are
de-energized and the primary air valve reverses
operation for morning warm up.  Air volume limits
are located on the ETPECO Module.  Uses ETPM7 (Mas-
ter Controller), ETPECO (Flow Control Module [Blue]),
ETPCOSB (Setback/Warm up Module [Green]) and the
ETPFVHM1 (Heat/Fan Module [Red]).

FV7504: This application applies to Parallel Flow Fan
Powered Terminals providing intermittent fan pow-
ered variable air volume with floating modulating hot
water heat, night setback, summer/winter changeover
and/or morning warm up.  As space temperature drops,
primary airflow is reset from maximum to minimum
setpoint.  As space temperature continues to drop,
the unit fan is energized thus supplying plenum air
to the space.  On a further drop in space tempera-
ture, heat is modulated to satisfy the load. When system
air is failed, the unit automatically switches to the
night setback mode. The primary air valve remains
closed and the unit fan and heat are cycled to main-
tain the night offset.  When warm air is sensed by
an electronic duct sensor, the unit fan and heat are
de-energized and the primary air valve reverses
operation for morning warm up.  Air volume limits
are located on the ETPECO Module.  Uses ETPM7 (Mas-
ter Controller), ETPECO (Flow Control Module [Blue]),

ETPCOSB (Setback/Warm up Module [Green]) and the
ETPFVHM2 (Heat/Fan Module [Red]).

FV7505: This application applies to Parallel Flow Fan
Powered Terminals providing intermittent fan pow-
ered variable air volume with proportional modulating
electric (SSR) heat, night setback, summer/winter
changeover and/or morning warm up.  As space tem-
perature drops, primary airflow is reset from maximum
to minimum setpoint.  As space temperature continues
to drop, the unit fan is energized thus supplying plenum
air to the space.  On a further drop in space tem-
perature, heat is modulated to satisfy the load. When
system air is failed, the unit automatically switches
to the night setback mode. The primary air valve remains
closed and the unit fan and heat are cycled to main-
tain the night offset.  When warm air is sensed by
an electronic duct sensor, the unit fan and heat are
de-energized and the primary air valve reverses
operation for morning warm up.  Air volume limits
are located on the ETPECO Module.  Uses ETPM7 (Mas-
ter Controller), ETPECO (Flow Control Module [Blue]),
ETPCOSB (Setback/Warm up Module [Green]) and the
ETPFVHM3 (Heat/Fan Module [Red]).
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DUAL DUCT
7000 

SEQUENCE

SINGLE DUCT
7000 

SEQUENCE
OLD 700
SEQUENCE

OLD 700
SEQUENCE

SERIES FLOW
7000 

SEQUENCE
OLD 700
SEQUENCE

PARALLEL FLOW
7000 

SEQUENCE
OLD 700
SEQUENCE

DT7100SD7000
DD701S

SD701S FC7001
FC701S

FV7001
FV701S

DT701S FC702S FV702S

SD7001

DD702ASD702S

FC7003 FC7020SM FV7003 FV702SM

DD7200
SD703S
SD704S
SD713S
SD714S
SD715S
SD724S
SD725S
SD726S

SD7003
SD702SM

FC7004 N/A FV7004 N/ASD713SM
SD724SM

SD7004 N/A FC7005 N/A FV7005 N/A
SD7005 N/A FC7002 FC704S FV7002 FV704S

SD7100 SD705S FC7101
FC713S

FV7101
FV717S

FC714S FV718S
FC715S FV719S

SD7101

SD706S

FC7103 FC714SM FV7103 FV718SM

SD707S
SD708S
SD716S
SD717S
SD718S

SD7103
SD706SM

FC7104 N/A FV7104 N/A
SD716SM

SD7104 N/A FC7105 N/A FV7105 N/A
SD7105 N/A FC7102 FC716S FV7102 FV720S

SD7300 N/A FC7201
FC705S

FV7201
FV705S

FC706S FV706S
FC707S FV707S

SD7301 N/A FC7203 FC706SM FV7203 FV706SM
SD7303 N/A FC7204 N/A FV7204 N/A
SD7304 N/A FC7205 N/A FV7205 N/A
SD7305 N/A FC7202 FC708S FV7202 FV708S
SD7600 SD723R FC7301 N/A FV7301 N/A
SD7606 SD727R FC7303 N/A FV7303 N/A
SD7607 SD728R FC7304 N/A FV7304 N/A

FC7305 N/A FV7305 N/A
FC7302 N/A FV7302 N/A
FC7501 N/A FV7501 N/A
FC7503 N/A FV7503 N/A
FC7504 N/A FV7504 N/A
FC7505 N/A FV7505 N/A
FC7502 N/A FV7502 N/A

FC7401
FC717S

FV7401
FV721S

FC718S FV722S
FC719S FV723S

FC7403 FC718SM FV7403 FV722SM
FC7404 N/A FV7404 N/A
FC7405 N/A FV7405 N/A
FC7402 FC720S FV7402 FV724S
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GENERAL NOTES
Since the actions below involve control signals, they
must be done with a dry contact closure (contact clo-
sure cannot be paralleled from terminal to terminal):

CLOSE DAMPER
To close the air valve, open ETPM7 terminal 6 to ther-
mostat terminal 5.

Sample Application: Could be used during smoke
sequences to isolate different areas.

OPEN DAMPER
To open the air valve fully, short ETPM7 terminal 6
to ETPM7 terminal 7. 

Sample Application: Could be used by airside test
and balance to set CFM of the air handler.

OPEN AIR VALVE TO MAXIMUM CFM SETPOINT
To open the air valve to maximum CFM setpoint, dis-
able heat and disable VFR fan (if applicable), short
ETPH terminal 5 to ETPH terminal 7 (if present) or ETPM7
terminal 7.

Sample Application: Could be used during airside
test and balance.

DISABLE HEAT
To disable heat and heating minimum (SD only), short
ETPM7 terminal 4 to ETPM7 terminal 7.

Sample Application: Could be used if boiler is off
and you don‘t want the VAV terminals to go into heat-
ing mode.

CONNECTING MORE THAN ONE BOX 
TO A THERMOSTAT
To operate up to four air terminals from one ther-
mostat, wire first terminal to thermostat per sequence
diagram.  Parallel connector terminals 5 (if present),
6 and 7 to other air terminals.  Do not connect con-
nector terminal 8‘s together as serious damage will
result.  Since balancing is performed at the thermo-
stat, all air terminals should be balanced with same
voltages.  In addition, for best results, all air termi-
nals connected for this application should be the same
size.

Sample Application: Could be used in open area where
one thermostat could sense general temperature and
control several air terminals in unison.
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